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This program will provide opportunities for participants to learn skills for ski
mountaineering while conducting classic climbs and ski descents of peaks in the rugged
Sneffels Range of the San Juan Mountains. Participants will be taught techniques for ski
mountaineering including tour planning & terrain selection; wilderness navigation using
map, compass, & GPS; use of ski crampons, boot crampons, and ice axe; construction of
THINX ski anchors; lowering & rappelling; steep skiing techniques, and snowpack
stability evaluation. Emphasis will be placed on decision making and understanding of
concepts for application on future ski descents.
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info@peakmountainguides.com

Day 1: We will meet at the Peak Mountain Guides office at 8:00 am to have
introductions, learn about each participant’s goals for the course, and check everyone’s
equipment. You will be introduced to a “fast & light” approach to equipment selection
and your instructor will show you some of the highly efficient ski mountaineering
equipment that is available today. As a group, we will also review maps of the area and
create a route plan for our approach into camp. You will learn how to plan a route, make
a time plan, and create a navigation strategy with map, compass, & GPS. Once we have a
route plan in place, we’ll ski into either Yankee Boy Basin or Blaine Basin to establish a
basecamp. After camp is established, we will practice building ski mountaineering
anchors and we will introduce techniques for belaying and rappelling.
Day 2: On day 2, we will make an ascent and ski descent of a nearby peak, learning
fundamental ski mountaineering skills along the way. While touring we’ll make some
baseline observations of the snowpack, we’ll practice strategies for efficient tracksetting
using the "safety, efficiency, observations" triad; and we’ll practice with ski
mountaineering tools such as ski crampons, ice axe, and/or boot crampons. You will
learn how to properly use each tool for improved safety and efficiency in firm, icy, and/or
steep terrain.
Day 3: On day 3, we will apply the skills learned in the previous days of the program to
make an ascent and ski descent of 14,150’ Mt. Sneffels. This highly regarded ski
mountaineering peak offers several possible ascent and descent routes, all of which
require a full complement of ski mountaineering skills. On the tour we’ll discuss
strategies for managing steep terrain such as roped climbing, ski belays, rappels and we’ll
practice steep skiing techniques. With beautiful ski lines, a steep craggy summit, and
“14er” status, a climb and ski descent of Mt. Sneffels is a centerpiece achievement for any
ski mountaineer.
Day 4: On the final day of the program we can make an attempt of a smaller ski
mountaineering objective near camp or we can spend the morning learning and
practicing crevasse rescue. We will make the choice based on conditions and group
interest. After our ascent and descent we’ll pack up our camp and return to the car.

